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The Cat's Maw Brooke Burgess 2014-09-17 In the sleepy town of Appleton, a young loner follows a cat onto the road and is struck by a car. A leg is shattered, a summer is
ruined, and the troubled life of Billy Brahm goes from bad to cursed.
Winter Duty E.E. Knight 2009-07-07 Major David Valentine and his fugitive battalion are the remnants of an expeditionary force shattered in its long retreat from disaster
in the Appalachians. And Valentine is losing allies fast. Some of the clans in the region have declared themselves in favor of the vampiric Kurians, throwing Kentucky into
civil war. But instead of retaking the region, the Kurian overlords have ordered the extermination of every human living there...
The Calico Cat Charles Miner Thompson 2019-12-10 "The Calico Cat" by Charles Miner Thompson. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need
to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Way of The Wolf E.E. Knight 2003-09-02 Louisiana, 2065. A lot has changed in the 43rd year of the Kurian Order. Possessed of an unnatural and legendary hunger, the
bloodthirsty Reapers have come to Earth to establish a New Order built on the harvesting of enslaved human souls. They rule the planet. They thrive on the scent of fear.
And if it is night, as sure as darkness, they will come. On this pitiless world, the indomitable spirit of mankind still breathes in Lieutenant David Valentine. Brought
into the special forces of The Wolves—an elite guerilla force sworn to win back Earth—this is Valentine’s first command in the Kurian Zone. Driven by the losses of his past
and the hope of a future, Valentine is in it to win. No matter how long it takes. No matter what doom of fate awaits him beyond his wildest nightmares. Fight. Kill.
Survive. This is the way of The Wolves. “If The Red Badge of Courage had been written by H.P. Lovecraft.”—Paul Witcover, author of Waking Beauty
Sleeping with the Autistic Vampire Sarah Rike 2014-04-10 Jennifer receives a surprising Facebook message one summer afternoon with an invitation for a coffee date from the
star quarterback of the University of Alabama's football team. Stephen is a senior Heisman trophy candidate with a dark secret. Everyone is mystified by Stephen and his
actions. He is a very confident person on the football field as a star player so you would expect him to be very outgoing and confident when interacting with other people.
But it's quite the opposite. Stephen is very shy and timid around other people in real life. Stephen is more timid with girls than any guy Jennifer has ever met. He is one
of the hottest guys on campus but no girl on campus has been able to figure him out. Over the summer Stephen and his girlfriend had a break up so now Stephen is interested
in trying to move on and meet other girls. He sends Jennifer a Facebook message with an invitation for coffee where Stephen and Jennifer's exciting, entertaining, scary,
and delightful adventure begins. Their first date ends with a first kiss and an invitation for a second date. At the end of the date Jennifer asks Stephen a deep question.
"Why are you so mysterious and timid?" Stephen replies that he has a big secret that he cannot share just yet but tells her maybe one day she will find out. Stephen is more
than just a star football player and a normal person. He has quite the surprise to share with Jennifer and her friends. Read along to find out just what that surprise is.
Could it be possible that he is not a person? Could he be a vampire?
Fall With Honor E.E. Knight 2008-07-01 Freedom is on the march as the rebellion against the Kurian Occupation of E arth takes the offensive. David V alentine's company of
former Quislings is ready to join forces with a guerrilla army, but nothing could prepare them for the end of their journey...
Rogue Souls Jade M. Phillips 2016-10-28 Rogue Souls- Unfortunate Souls Series book 3 Just as I thought I'd finally acquired my happy ending with Guy Stone- the man of my
dreams, someone unexpected showed up from my past. Feelings I'd shelved long ago began to resurface and I found myself being torn between the affections of two men. As if
that wasn't bad enough, our new home-a mountain sanctuary for wayward Unfortunate Souls-had been discovered and we were now being targeted by the World's most lethal
hunters. A choice had to be made. A tough choice. A choice that would not only put my heart on the line, but my life on the line as well. *This book is recommended for ages
14 and up due to a little bit of kissing, cursing, and mild violence. The Unfortunate Souls Series: Unfortunate Souls (Book 1) Broken Souls (Book 2) Rogue Souls (Book 3)
Kindred Souls (Book 4) Coming Soon! If you'd like to receive emails whenever Jade releases new books, hosts online release parties or has contests, please add your email
address to her list by visiting: www.jademphillips.com/contact Find Jade online: Follow Jade's blog at www.jademphillips.com Follow Jade on twitter at
www.twitter.com/JadeMPhillips Join Jade on Facebook at www.facebook.com/JadeMPhillips Follow Jade on Instagram at www.instagram.com/authorjademphillips
Choice of the Cat E.E. Knight 2004-05-04 The alien Reapers have ruled Earth for forty-five years. David Valentine is a member of the human resistance, who is now being
trained as a Cat-an elite stealth warrior. His first mission is to investigate the threat of the Twisted Cross, a mysterious new force under Reaper control.
Kitty Hawk and the Hunt for Hemingway's Ghost Iain Reading 2013-09-11 Kitty Hawk and the Hunt for Hemingway's Ghost is the exciting second installment in a new series of
adventure mystery stories that are one part travel, one part history and five parts adventure. This second book in the series continues the adventures of Kitty Hawk, an
intrepid teenage pilot who has decided to follow in the footsteps of her hero Amelia Earhart and make an epic flight around the entire world. After flying across North
America Kitty's journey takes her down south to Florida where she plans to get a bit of rest and relaxation before continuing on with the rest of her long and grueling
flight. As Kitty explores the strange and magical water world of the Florida Keys her knack for getting herself into precarious situations sweeps her headlong into the
adventure of a lifetime involving mysterious lights, ancient shipwrecks, razor-toothed barracudas and even a sighting of the great Ernest Hemingway himself. This
exhilarating story will have armchair explorers and amateur detectives alike anxiously following every twist and turn as they are swept across the landscape and history of
the Florida Keys all the way from Key West to the strange and remarkable world of Fort Jefferson and the Dry Tortugas.
Parched Z. L. Arkadie 2011-07-23 A New York ad exec falls in love with a vampire, which changes her life forever.
Benajah's Keeper Aeryn Dougan 2012-10-01 Evanna Amaranthine, a ruthless, 600 year old vampire, has a new assignment: to leave the walls of Benajah, her beloved vampire
guild, enter the realm of humans to stalk down her prey, Rian Delmar, and kill him. At first, the prospect of being around humans any longer than the time it takes to drain
them repulses Evanna, but after moving in with her new human-loving vampire housemate, she soon becomes hopelessly entangled with Messiah Scarborough, his strikingly goodlooking artist friend. When dreams of a past life begin to plague her as she continues her crusade, can she control emotions that threaten to overwhelm her? Filled with
fast-paced action and steeped in suspense, Benajah's Keeper by Aeryn Dougan is an urban fantasy that will capture readers' hearts as it addresses the significance of
family, fate, and loyalty. Dramatic, gritty, and deeply passionate, this unique take on the vampire legend will definitely leave you wanting more.
Undisclosed (Undisclosed, Book 1) Jon Mills 2012-09-18 Seven billion people on earth; it was only a matter of time before you discovered the truth. Your legends--your myths
and religions--have called us by many names. Since the beginning, our kind has walked among you as your protectors. We are the only ones who know who you are and why you
are here. He wasn't meant to disappear; you weren't meant to know why. Our objective was clear: hunt them, kill them and leave. Once you know, there will be no going back.
They will come for you. Are you ready?
The Death Wish Game Jonathan Chateau 2017-09-20 The passengers of an ill-fated bus ride awaken to find themselves duct-taped to their chairs, stranded in the middle of
nowhere, miles away from their intended destination.Within minutes chaos ensues, and the passengers are picked off one-by-one in their seats. They quickly learn that they
are unwilling participants in a sadistic game - hunted down because of a dark secret they all share in common.But if they want to survive long enough to find out who, or
what is behind this game, they will have no choice but to play along.
The Soul's Mark: Found Ashley Stoyanoff 2012-07 When Amelia Caldwell tries to begin a new life, she discovers that her birthmark means more than it seems. She has been
marked by a vampire's soul; not only does she hold his soul, she is also his soulmate. Mitchell lange has been searching almost a century for his soulmate and is determined
not to let Amelia go. Since Amelia has no intention of belonging to anyone, they both become trapped on an emotional rollercoaster. As Amelia searches for answers, she
becomes caught in the middle of a deadly game of revenge and is forced to realize that you can't run from destiny.
Fat Cat - a Small Tail K. A. Salter 2015-07-13 A homeless cat arrives in the neighborhood and is shunned by all but a housewife and her two young children. The father of
the family is not a cat lover and both his wife and children set about trying to change his mind until the cat does it on his own. This story highlights the importance of
not judging a book by its cover.
A Wolf Like Me Andrew Stark Fitz 2017-06-18 A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English Countryside nearly costs Thomas Spell his life. He returns home to Chicago
to find that he carries within himself something unspeakable - a condition for which he believes there is no cure, until he meets Penelope, a beautiful and brilliant premed student determined to heal him. But the Brotherhood searches for him still, convinced that he holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his life begins to spiral out
of control, Thomas is forced to confront his own past, as well as the dark forces closing in on him and everything he holds dear.
Midas A. H. Zacarias 2017-03-24 Dr. Brooke Spencer always felt different from other girls. Now a successful scientist, she is finally discovering where she belongs: working
alongside the brilliant, trailblazing researcher Dr. Charles Samuelson. Dr. Samuelson has recently made a discovery that has eluded philosophers and dreamers for centuries:
How to transmute iron into gold. Determined to use the knowledge for good, Dr. Samuelson recruits Brooke to assist him with his new plan, his "Golden Manifesto." But humans
are not alone and his discovery has not gone unnoticed. Extraterrestrial visitors seek to control Dr. Samuelson's Breakthrough, and before long, Brooke is all that stands
between Earth and total Destruction. Will she be able to hold her ground? Or will the timeless temptation of gold prove too much for even the strongest of spirits? Brooke
will soon face a choice that will make her question her background, her career, and the fate of the planet.
Amber Fang: Hunted Arthur Slade 2019-04-16 Amber Tyrell enjoys life's simple pleasures. A perfect evening for her includes a good book, a glass of wine and, of course, a
great meal, preferably straight from the jugular. Raised to eat ethically, Amber dines only on delicious cold-blooded killers. But confirming that her chosen victims
deserve to die takes time. And patience. So it's a good thing Amber is studying to be a librarian. Her extraordinary research skills help her hunt down her prey, seek out
other vampires and stay on the trail of her mother, who has been missing for over two years now. But one day while Amber is stalking a rather tasty-looking murderer, things
go horribly wrong. Amber has walked into a trap. The hunter becomes the hunted. Now on the run, Amber receives the perfect job offer out of the blue. Someone wants to pay
her to kill (and eat) the world's worst criminals. It sounds too good to be true. Amber Fang: Hunted is the first book in this exciting new vampire series.
Tale of the Thunderbolt E.E. Knight 2005-03-01 As the Resistance attempts to overthrow their vampiric alien masters, elite Cat force member David Valentine embarks on a
terrifying journey in search of a long-lost weapon that will guarantee their victory-and the end of the Kurian Order's domination of Earth.
The Course of Nature Robert Pollack 2014-08-13 Humanity is a part of Nature, yet every thinking person at one time or another asks herself or himself, "How did we get here?
What makes me different from the rest of Nature?" In The Course of Nature an artist and a scientist ask those questions with full respect for all contexts, both scientific
and not. Amy Pollack's figures stand on their own as elegant summaries of one or another aspect of Nature and our place in it. Robert Pollack's one-page essays for each
illustration lay out the underlying scientific issues along with the overarching moral context for these issues. Together the authors have created a door into Nature for
the non-scientist, and a door into the separate question of what is right, for both the scientist and the rest of us.
The White Vampire J. J. Jones 2014-04-09 When the mysterious Alistair appears from nowhere to rescue cute African American girl Wyn from being attacked, she is intrigued to
find out exactly who this mystery man is. Alistair insists on taking care of her and ensuring her safety from that moment forwards which deepens her intrigue and also her
attraction for this mysterious stranger. Especially as he already knows her name and EVERYTHING about her.... Wyn has no idea that she is about to embark on a life changing
journey full of romance, sex, mystery, action and adventure. The White Vampire Complete Saga Includes: Desired By The White Vampire The Mystery Of The White Vampire In Love
With The White Vampire Claimed By The White Vampire
Whitby After Dark Stella Coulson 2016-03-19 Lenore Lee wants nothing more than to make new friends in her new town of Whitby, Yorkshire, and to forget about the disturbing
dreams that hold her captive at night. But what she discovers in Whitby, might be even more disturbing than the dreams. Dreams which may hold the key to her survival in the

Valentine's Exile E.E. Knight 2007-07-03 David Valentine is revered as a hero for his part in fighting to regain Earth's freedom. When a former Quisling traitor is badly
wounded, he asks Valentine to find his wife, who has vanished into the darkness of the Kurian Order. With the help of old friends and new allies, Valentine traces her to a
mysterious, heavily guarded compound in Ohio. And what Valentine finds within will shake his sanity to its very core.
Choice of the Cat E. E. Knight 2004 When a battle against the enemy goes horribly wrong, Lt. David Valentine is forced to resign from the Wolves and becomes a Cat, an elite
warrior trained to spy on the Reapers, and now, serving under Smoke, Valentine must go up against the Twisted Cross--a strike force of alien-human hybrids. Original.
Hungerstorm Amber Kallyn 2012-07-13 After centuries alone, can a vampire king trust the woman who's woken his heart? Jordan MacDougal, laird and vampire King, walks a thin
line of civility between protecting his clan, and handling the conflict from the local shifter pack. When some of his people disappear, and the wolves accuse his newest,
intriguing vampire of being evil, Jordan discovers that the traitor in his midst may be closer than he dared believe. A newly turned vampire, Dalia Jensen wakes to an
unusual and frightening new world, with no memory of the past year of her life. Accused of working with the Master Vampire who held her prisoner, her inability to remember
the truth leaves her reeling under allegations of vicious past actions. Uncertain of her culpability, she’s unable to trust her own instincts as the reigning Vampire King
turns her world upside down. When the wolves call for her trial, demanding her life for those killed and tortured, Jordan and Dalia must work together to find the truth,
and save the love blooming between them. Praise for Amber Kallyn "Ms. Kallyn takes the paranormal world and adds a dangerous twist of dragons, fires, and a mysterious past
to make this an intense read..." ~ Coffee Time Romance "if itis at all possible for a dragon to become stronger or more alpha in general then Ms Kallyn has managed it..." ~
The Romance Studio "intense and incendiary..." ~ Whipped Cream Reviews Miss watching Moonlight? Love The Vampire Diaries? Hungerstorm will take you on a thrilling ride of
love and justice. And if you like your paranormal romance HOT, HOT, HOT, check out Amber Kallyn's 5 STAR Reviewed erotic romances ~ Dragos Series, Book 1: Burned What
happens when a dragon falls in love with a fireman? Someone's bound to get... burned. ~ Red's Wolf An incendiary short story series. Who said Red's afraid of the big bad
wolf?
The Choice for Consciousness, Tools for Conscious Living Veronica Torres 2012-05-24 Through the act of loving yourself, you give the gift of the truth of you to this world.
The most powerful way you can be in the world is by loving yourself well and then living your life from that place. The question is: how do you do that? How do you love
yourself when faced with overwhelming responsibilities, guilt, and feeling like the world is stacked against you? You love yourself well when you make the choice for
consciousness. Consciousness changes the way you view yourself and the way you view your life. Change is rarely easy; yet staying the same offers no relief from suffering.
The choice for consciousness is challenging, but familiar suffering is painful--and it's a pain with no end in sight This book provides step-by-step support to help you
release victim mentality; drop baggage and unhealthy habits; and discard fear-based living. It will show you how to live as the creator of your life. This volume contains
16 tools and 137 definitions of terms and concepts to support your journey. The tools can be used in any order and are very powerful when combined with each other. The fear
of change and the habit of staying small collaborate to say, "No, no, no, don't you dare change because that could be dangerous. Who knows what will happen if you change?"
That's the moment when you have to take the risk of allowing yourself to walk the truth of you in the world. When you hear the voice that says, "No, no, no, I can't be that
big. I can't shine my light that much. I can't emanate the truth of me to these people," that's the point when you need to say instead, "I want healing above all else. I
want healing above all else. My desire for healing is stronger than my fear of what will happen if I shine my light, than my fear of how my truth will be received. My
desire for healing is stronger than that. Emanation of the truth of me comes first." The Choice for Consciousness, Tools for Conscious Living series offers channeled
messages from Eloheim and The Council. The Council is comprised of seven different groups: The Guardians, The Girls, The Visionaries, The Matriarch, The Eloheim, The
Warrior, and Fred. During a channeling session, each of The Council members take turns sharing their teachings. Each Council member has a distinct personality, style of
delivery, and focus. The Council is best known for their multitude of practical tools, which support the journey out of fear-based living into the consciousness-based
operating system. The Choice for Consciousness, Tools for Conscious Living series is designed to offer step-by-step tools to support your movement out of the fear-based
operating system into the consciousness-based operating system; to help you let go of baggage, static, and unhealthy habits; and to show you how to discard victim
mentality, so that you can live fully as the creator of your life. Volume One of the series contained twenty-two tools that concentrated on the realization that you create
your reality. This volume contains sixteen tools created to help you begin to LIVE as a creator. The tools can be used in any order and are very powerful when combined with
each other. This book is not a narrative, but a reference text we hope you will return to again and again.
Appalachian Overthrow E. E. Knight 2014-04 Forced to work as a slave in the Appalachian coal mines, Ahn-Kha rebels against the brutality and working conditions and becomes
the leader of the people of Coal Country in an uprising against the Maynes family and their Kurian masters.
The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book 2) Mark R. Healy 2014-12-17 The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is extinct. Brant and Arsha are
synthetics, machines made in the image of people. They dream of bringing humans back into the world and have the technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their way are
mounting. Not only are their own conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but now the sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek revenge on Brant. Out in the
wasteland, strange lights and mysterious objects in the sky herald the arrival of new factions that seek to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of their own
city, malevolent forces are beginning to unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything they hold dear, jeopardising the future that is within their grasp. The Silent
Earth Series Book 1 - After the Winter: amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
Baltic Gambit E. E. Knight 2015-04-07 ."..David Valentine's loyal Lieutenant Alessa Duvalier disobeys his orders--and finds herself uncovering a betrayal..."--Amazon.com.
The Recruit Elizabeth Kelly 2014-10-20 Hannah Torrington has used her newfound training to seek revenge for her sister's death at the hands of the vampires. Her
relationship with Will ruined and her abilities growing stronger each day, she is determined to graduate from the program and help end the vampire uprising. When the
vampires continue to stalk her family and Will refuses to let her go, she must battle both her feelings for the Lycan and the vampires who wish to destroy her.
Half-Shell Propheces Ruthanne Reid 2016-02-14 FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie ran from the magical world years ago. She
never planned on being dragged back in by a prophesying clamshell. The seers believe she alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time and broken worlds. Bran the Crow
King believes she can save him from his cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes they're all nuts. One thing is for certain: she's not waiting around for help. Operation
Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially on.
Valentine's Rising E.E. Knight 2005-12-06 Returning to the Ozark Territories, freedom fighter David Valentine is shocked to find it overrun by vampiric Kurians under the
command of the merciless Consul Solon. In a desperate gambit, Valentine leads a courageous group of soldiers on a mission to drive a spike into the gears of the Kurian
Order. Valentine stakes life, honor, and the future of his home in a rebellion that sparks the greatest battle of his life.
Chosen by the Vampire Kings Charlene Hartnady 2016-07-26 Every hundred years, tradition dictates that all eligible females in Sweetwater assemble for the choosing ceremony.
Two vampire kings have separate territories within the surrounding countryside. Both are eager to pick their future brides. What a waste of her freaking time. Tanya is
among the many women at the choosing ceremony. As far as she's concerned it's an outdated, sexist event and if it wasn't mandatory she so wouldn't be here. It's not
important that the two males are ridiculously rich and handsome. Deep down she knows a plain Jane like her will never be picked by one of the kings anyway. Many of the
women in the town square are stunningly beautiful and model thin. Most seem enthusiastic about being a queen even if it means being mated to a blood sucker, which suits her
just fine. Imagine her surprise though when King Brant sets his sights firmly on her. Once a vampire king has decided, there's no going back. But her home is in Sweetwater.
Being forced to live amongst the vampire species...big gulp...forced to mate with a vampire...is not what she had in mind for herself. Maybe she can convince him to let her
go, to pick again. If not, she'll have to find a way to escape his - very muscled and rather delicious - clutches.
Valentine's Resolve E.E. Knight 2007-07-03 After three years of exile from humanity’s war against the Kurians, David Valentine returns to battle. The Lifeweavers, Earth’s
allies in the conflict, have mostly vanished, but those that remain are held captive by an overlord known as the Seattle Kurian. To free them, Valentine must convince the
legendary resistance fighter known as the Marshal to join his cause. But the Marshal is something of an overlord himself…
Your Choice, Your Voice, Our Future Richard Light 2017-04-06 Your Choice, Your Voice, Our Future What I am offering Maine is nothing like what others who have run for this
position have offered. I have never wanted someone to be my voice, and I do not offer to be yours. I am using this opportunity to shine light on the system that creates a
stage for elites and keeps everyone else from having a voice. I am running for Governor of Maine to educate, and if we win, I am smashing the stage so everyone may have
their voice heard equally. Our system is disenfranchising, falsely binary, oppressive, and fraught with contention and slavery. We can rise against this or we can continue
on the same path. It has been the result of the American system that generation after generation left this nation (and the world) freer and more prosperous than the last.
We cast off race-based slavery, we have destroyed the notion that one gender should rule while the other obeys, we had built a nation of rights and freedom... but, we have
backslidden. Our nation is not better off than it was a generation ago. We are in unprecedented debt, have resurfaced racism and sexism, we have instilled a class warfare,
and we are being oppressed by fascism and authoritarians. Generation X and Millennials have less opportunity, less ability to grow and flourish, and less unity than our
grandparents. We have been slowly taken over by a rotting infestation of cronies, puppet masters, propogandists, and dictators. As our nations becomes more centralized,
Maine can stand in opposition. We have an opportunity to demonstrate what America has lost. Maine has strong educators, doctors, nurses, social workers, counselors,
laborers of all types, and most respectably, we have strong work and moral ethics. Our State has diversity and a will to surpass obstacles and be reveled across the nation
and world. We need the will to see an opportunity through the despair. By continuing what we do best, by growing rather than contracting, by embracing innovation and
adaptation rather than antiquity and failed ideas, we can guide America back to prosperity. Maine can be the economic engine of tomorrow's America. Through this book, we
have covered Education, Healthcare, ideological spectrums, Corrections, Rehabilitation, Culture, Community, politics, Economics, Energy, business, debt, governance, and a
slew of other topics. Through this journey, we have delved into what keeps us from growth, how we can overcome oppressing obstruction, and what we could do to drop the
shackles and pick up prosperous freedom. Reaching a better future for everyone takes change. Change is not always easy; change is often coupled with fear. We need not fear
the future and change when we can be so positively impacted. When we decide to swallow our fear and move toward a better future, we will be unstoppable. I am applying for a
job: the executive position of our State of Maine. This is your choice, your voice, our future. Richard Lee Light
Rachel M Brown's Ginger Cats Rachel Armington 2016-10-10 Some people prefer a little spice when it comes to the coloring of their cats. In Ginger Cats, artist Rachel M
Brown shares a selection of her orange cat paintings. Many of the paintings are of one of Rachel's own ginger cats, an ill-tempered Manx that she and her husband welcomed
into their lives. Whether it be a cat gazing out of a window or angel cats flying above, you will be sure to recognize something of your own ginger cat in these paintings.
With over 20 color illustrations, this sweet book makes a perfect gift for the cat lover in your life. You can preview most of the paintings at Cat-Paintings.com, which
also has paintings and illustrations of other colors of cats.
Twice Tempted Jeaniene Frost 2013-03-26 Dating the Prince of Darkness has its challenges . . . Leila's psychic abilities have been failing her, and now she isn't sure what
the future holds. If that weren't enough, her lover Vlad has been acting distant. Though Leila is a mere mortal, she's also a modern woman who refuses to accept the cold
shoulder treatment forever—especially from the darkly handsome vampire who still won't admit that he loves her . . . Like choosing between eternal love and a loveless
eternity . . . Soon circumstances send Leila back to the carnival circuit, where tragedy strikes. And when she finds herself in the crosshairs of a killer who may be closer
than she realizes, Leila must decide who to trust—the fiery vampire who arouses her passions like no other or the tortured knight who longs to be more than a friend? With
danger stalking her every step of the way, all it takes is one wrong move to damn her for eternity . . .
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turning against her, she's forced to set off for the bright lights of the big city with a carload of her dysfunctional supernatural family, hoping not to have to face the
Dragon of Chicago. Now she has to rescue a sister she didn't know she had, keep Rachel-her adopted 8-year-old ghost-safe, and try to keep Pekin from unraveling under the
onset of the coming storm. Sex, violence, and cryptic undead prophecy-all for fun and profit.
Daughters of Shadow and Blood - Book II J. Matthew Saunders 2016-04-29 Gracanica. Kosovo, 1689: Elena, an Albanian peasant girl, has sacrificed her own future to keep her
family from starving, but one horrific night they are taken from her, murdered by monsters out of her nightmares. She seeks refuge at the nearby monastery, where she meets
Stjepan, a Serbian monk familiar with creatures that stalk the night. Elena longs to return to her farm, but piecing her life back together may be impossible. Stjepan draws
her into a dark conspiracy involving an ancient brotherhood, and as war looms, a stranger named Lek appears, threatening to overturn everything she thought she knew about
her family and herself.Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1999: Since surviving the showdown between the vampire Yasamin and the terrorist group S leyman's Blade, Adam Mire
has lived in hiding, posing as an unassuming Czech librarian. His life is upended again, however, when a new threat arises-one intent on using Dracula's legacy to unleash
another wave of violence across the already war-ravaged nation.Meanwhile, Clara MacIntosh, the love Adam left behind, has come to Eastern Europe to find him. While tracking
him down, she becomes entangled in a string of grisly murders-deaths Adam is investigating as well. As they both follow clues literally written in blood, time runs short to
unmask the killer before history comes full-circle and chaos engulfs the region again.

hidden world of the Supernatural...
Earthfall Research Professor in English Literature Stephen Knight 2013-03 WHEN OUR WORLD ENDED, THEIR MISSION BEGAN The Sixty Minute War brought humanity to the brink of
annihilation. Billions perished. The planet Earth was turned into a virtual graveyard, with the shattered, burned-out skeletons of great cities serving as tombstones
marking Mankind's demise. But in the United States, one final outpost remains. Ten years have passed, and Harmony Base, a subterranean U.S. Army installation that survived
the nuclear inferno, has yet to receive any response to its continual radio transmissions. Long-range surface reconnaissance missions fail to locate any other survivors.
Harmony's personnel, a mix of military and civilian specialists, wonder if they are the only living beings left on the planet. Earthquake damage to the base's vital power
plant necessitates a different type of mission: the retrieval of spare parts from a storage depot in San Jose, 1,600 miles distant. Captain Mike Andrews and his crew set
out across a Giger-inspired landscape blighted by lightning storms and deadly hazards that could swallow their all-terrain vehicles whole. The last thing Andrews expects to
encounter in the nuked ruins of San Jose are survivors led by a twisted freak with mental powers off the scale... Harmony is America's last chance to rise up from the ashes
of the nuclear holocaust and help restore civilization. But only if Andrews and his crew can escape San Jose...and the madman who calls himself The Law.
Distant Thunder Dennis Sharpe 2016-08-23 You can take the dead girl out of the country... Veronica Fischer, small-town bloodsucking madam, is an orphan or at least she
finally feels that way. Jules, the one who made her, is gone and cleaning up after him isn't something she ever thought she'd have to do. While her hometown seems to be
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